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ABELIAN GROUP
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Abstract.
Let A" be a compact group, FGX the (Graev) free
topological group generated by X, and K the kernel of the canonical
quotient morphism from FGX to X. Then A" is a (Graev) free
topological group. A corollary to the abelian analogue of this
theorem is that the projective dimension of a compact abelian
group, relative to the class of all continuous epimorphisms admitting sections, is exactly one.

0. Introduction.
Let 'S (respectively, s/) denote the category of
topological (abelian) groups and continuous group homomorphisms.
We take as known the definitions and elementary properties of topological
groups as presented in, for example, [2, pp. 219-250]. We adopt the
convention that all groups are topological, using the modifier "algebraic"
for those groups without topologies. Moreover, all our topologies satisfy
the Hausdorff separation axiom.
We assume also some familiarity with the notions of free (topological)
groups due to A. A. Markov [8] and M. I. Graev [5]. Given a completely
regular space X, we denote by FX (ZX) the Markov free (free abelian)
group over X, and by FGX (ZGX) the Graev free (free abelian) group over
X. Recall that if A' is a compact space, then FGX is the colimit of the
expanding sequence {Fm} of compact spaces, where Fm is the set of all
words in FGX whose reduced length relative to X\{e} is less than or equal
to m (e is the identity of FGX). An analogous result holds for FX, ZGX,

and ZX.
Recall that a group P in 'S (s/) is projective relative to a class S of
epimorphisms in 'S (stf) if, given any diagram

P
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in 'S (sí), with x e S, there is a morphism P-+A in 'S (s/) making the
diagram commute. C. E. Hall [6] has shown that the class 3~e (¿E\) of
all epimorphisms in 'S (&¿) which admit sections (i.e., continuous right
inverse functions) is the largest class of epimorphisms relative to which
Markov free (free abelian) groups are projective. F. R. Ward [12] announced that Graev free abelian groups are also projective relative to
¡E e; indeed, it is shown in [10] that the Graev free (free abelian) groups
also determine the class .Te (£Ee). Thus when we say "projective",
we
will mean "projective relative to ¡T e (¿Eef\
In a forthcoming paper [10], we characterize the class ¿E of short exact
sequences in sé determined by S?t. (In fact, this is done in the category
of topological £-modules over any topological ring £ with identity.) We
show that the class £E is proper, hence suitable for constructing a (relative)
bifunctor Ext* with values in the category of algebraic abelian groups.
Moreover, Ext*(ß, A) can be computed via any projective resolution of £,
and thus the concept of projective dimension is meaningful in this context.
The reader may wish to contrast our work with that of M. Moskowitz
in the category EE of locally compact abelian groups [9]. J. Dixmier [3]
and P. R. Ahern and R. I. Jewett [1] independently characterized the
injectives in EE as groups of the form £" x T", where £ is the additive
group of real numbers, £is the circle group, n is finite, and a is an arbitrary
cardinal number. This characterization
was derived independently by
Moskowitz, who used Pontryagin duality theory to characterize the
projectives in fE relative to all quotient morphisms. Thus projectives are
of the form £"xZ(<r\ where Z(a) is a discrete free abelian group of rank a.
He also proved that a group in £f has a projective resolution if and only
if the group is without small subgroups, in which case the resolution is
short [9, Theorem 3.6(2)]. That is, in EE the concept of projective dimension is meaningful only for groups without small subgroups, and such
groups have projective dimension less than or equal to one.
1. Free subgroups of free groups. We restrict our attention now to free
(free abelian) groups as defined by Graev. It is well known that subgroups
of free groups need not be free. In fact, Graev gives an example of a
closed subgroup of ZGX, for X a countable compact space, which is not
free [5, pp. 358-364]. However, there is a partial remedy.

(1.1) Definition

[5, p. 356].

Let F be a subset of FGX for some

space X. Then Fis regularly situated with respect to X if, in the subgroup
(Y)ç^FGX algebraically generated by Y, any sequence of words with
lengths bounded with respect to X\{e} also have lengths bounded with
respect to Y\{e} (e is the identity of FGX).

(1.2) Proposition [5, p. 356]. £e/ X be compact, Fs FGX, Y compact,
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e e Y, and Y\{e} algebraically a free set of generators for (Y). Then (F)
is closed in FGX and free over Y if and only if Y is regularly situated.

O. Schreier's original proof that subgroups of algebraic free groups
are free [11] used the following concepts, given here as detailed by M.

Hall, Jr. [7].
(1.3) Definition
[7, p. 94]. A set S contained in the algebraic free
group over the set X is a (two-sided) Schreier system if for each a e S:
(1) a = _Y,• x2 ■ ... • xn is reduced as written (each xt e XkjX~*),
(2) xx ■x2 ■ ...

• xn^x e S,

(3) x2 • ... ■xn e S.
Note that a Schreier system always contains e.
(1.4) Remark.
The concept of "regularly situated" (and Graev's
resulting theorems) is easily extended to Markov free groups. However,
X^FGX is a Schreier system, whereas A"£ FT is not.
The following lemma shows the utility of Schreier systems.
(1.5) Lemma. Let K be a normal subgroup of the algebraic free group A
on the set X, and let tp-.A^-A/K be the quotient morphism.
(1) It is possible to choose a complete system of representatives of cosets
of K which forms a Schreier system S [7, Lemma 7.2, p. 95]. Let
i:A/K-^-A map cosets to their representatives in S.

(2) Let B={s ■x ■iy(s ■x)"1^ e S, x e X}. Then J5\{e}, where e is the
identity of A, is a free set of generators for K [7, Lemma 7.2.6, p. 98].

Combining the work of Schreier and Graev, we obtain the following
proposition.
(1.6) Proposition.
Let X be a compact group (written multiplicatively).
Let yj.FGX-^-X be the canonical quotient morphism, and let <r:SX-^>-FGX
be the kernel off. Then SX is free in the sense of Graev.

Proof.
We know that SX is a closed normal subgroup of FGX, and
the elements of X, considered as elements of FGX, form a Schreier system
relative to SX. Algebraically, FGX is the free group on the set X\{e}, where

e is the identity of X. Thus
B = {x • z • y>(x■z)-x \xeX,ze

X\{e}} £ FGX

algebraically generates SX. Now
xpix ■z) = xz

(multiplication

in X)

for all x, z e X. Hence
B = {x ■z ■ixz)-1 \xeX,ze

X\{e}}

— {x ' z • (xz)-1 I x e X, z e X).
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Since X is compact, £ is also compact. Thus we need only show that £
is regularly situated to complete the proof. It is an easy exercise to show
that if the length of a word in SX relative to X\{e} is _3, then its length
relative to £\{e} is also _3. We outline a simple inductive proof which
shows that a word in SX of length _/î (where «=4) has length _3(«—2)
relative to £\{e}.
Let x=Xx ■x2 ■x3 • x4 be a reduced word in SX of length 4 (so each

Xi e lur1).

Then

x = Xx ■ x2 ■x3 ■x4 =

Since f(X)^X,

[xj • x2 • ip(x3 ■Xt)] ■ [y>(x3 • x^"1

each word in brackets

• x3 • x4].

is in SX. Thus the length of «

relative to £\{e} is =3 ■2=3(4-2).
The remainder of the proof is omitted.
(1.7) Remark.
It seems likely that the above proposition is also true
with FGX replaced by FX and "Graev" replaced by "Markov". However,
finding a compact, regularly situated Schreier system in FX may be quite
difficult.1
The following proposition is the abelian analogue of Proposition (1.6),
and has an analogous proof.
(1.8) Proposition.
Let A be a compact abelian group, and let 0—►
TA —*■
ZG A -*■A—>-0be the canonical short exact sequence involving the
Graev free abelian group over A. Then TA is a Graev free abelian group.

2. The projective dimension of a compact abelian group.
(2.1) Lemma. A locally compact (abelian) group is projective if and only
if it is a discrete free (free abelian) group. In particular, there are no compact projective (abelian) groups.

Proof.
We prove this in 'S. Suppose £ is a projective group. Then
there is a morphism/>:£—»£G£ in 'S such that the triangle

FGP->P
is commutative. Thus £ is algebraically isomorphic to a subgroup of a
free group, and is hence algebraically a free group. But R. M. Dudley has
1 S. A. Morris in Varieties of topological groups and left adjoint functors, J. Austral.
Math. Soc. (to appear) has proved that Proposition (1.6) is, indeed, true with "Graev"

replaced by "Markov".
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proved that the only locally compact group topology admitted by an
algebraic free (free abelian) group is the discrete topology [4, Corollary 2,
p. 589]. (The author is indebted to the referee for pointing out this
reference.)
(2.2) Theorem.
Let A be a compact abelian group. Then the projective
dimension diA) is exactly one.
Proof.
Proposition (1.8), together with the "independence of projective resolution" theorem of [10], shows that diA)^l.
Lemma (2.1)

shows that d(A)^l.

Hence d(A)=\.

We end this note with the natural question: Is the projective dimension
of every (topological) abelian group less than or equal to one? Just for
the record, the author conjectures that the answer to this question is "no".
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